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IN THE CLOUD ARCHIVE SYSTEMS

Abstract Nowadays, service providers offer a lot of IT services in the public or private

cloud. Clients can buy various kinds of services, such as SaaS, PaaS, etc.

Recently, Backup as a Service (BaaS), a variety of SaaS, was introduced there.

At the moment, there are several different BaaS’s available to archive data

in the cloud, but they provide only a basic level of service quality. In this

paper, we propose a model which ensures QoS for BaaS and some methods

for management of storage resources aimed at achieving the required SLA.

This model introduces a set of parameters responsible for an SLA level which

can be offered at the basic or higher level of quality. The storage systems

(typically HSM), which are distributed between several Data Centers, are built

based on disk arrays, VTL’s, and tape libraries. The RSMM model does not

assume bandwidth reservation or control, but rather is focused on management

of storage resources.
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1. Introduction

The globalization of scientific research and the great importance of data are now the

most important factors in the computational science paradigms. e-Science [3], the

Fourth Paradigm [4] and data farming computing [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] – name only a few –

are the domains in which data-related problems are focal points of interest, requesting

the efficient organization of data storage and data access. On the other hand, the

collaboration of scientific groups and requirements for easy-to-use computational re-

sources, together with the neglect of problems of ownership of IT infrastructure, result

in the increasing popularity of the cloud paradigm [5], offering the user the required

services. Many types of cloud environments do exist nowadays, like Infrastructure

as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS)

with many kinds of technical realizations, but the data problems brought Backup as

a Service (BaaS) on, with great interest concerning the architecture at the issues and

use cases of such BaaS cloud environments. In spite of the fact that BaaS clouds do

exist currently, they address neither the problems of Service Level Agreement nor any

Quality of Service (QoS) management [11, 12].

In this paper, a management model of storage resources for QoS ensurance in

cloud systems is presented. The model is based on our previous study [1, 2] as well as

on some practical experience gained during the implementation of commercial backup

systems.

This paper is organized as follows: the state-of-the-art section that includes a re-

view of commercial BaaS services available on the market (including the software ded-

icated for BaaS and Service Providers) and an example of distributed archive system

developed for scientific purposes. Section 3 addresses a resource storage management

model, described in full detail regarding the parameters tackled in the paper, QoS

levels, and management policies. The next section provides a detailed description of

management policies and actions related to ensuring higher QoS in the cloud backup

and archive systems. Section 5 is dedicated to the management of the distributed

storage systems in order to obtain a higher QoS. The planned implementation, tests,

and conclusion are presented in Section 6. The last section refers to future work

related to developing the model.

2. State-of-the-art (related works)

A backup is a copy of data intended for restoring the original after a data loss event.

BaaS services available on the market offer different types of services in the field of

backup and archive data. Customers require the availability of backup with a lot of

different data from BaaS services: files from various file systems and with many of

extensions, data bases (table, logs, settings), application data and settings, i.e., MS

Exchange server (on the message or mailbox level), etc. Currently, there are numerous

cloud backup services available on the market. In this section, we present three

different commercial BaaS: Mozy [13], iBard24 [14], and msejf [15] while describing
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the scope of services offered by each of them. As an example of the software used

to provide BaaS, Asigra [16] and NDS [16] are presented. The review in this section

includes functional aspects of available BaaS because nowadays, service providers offer

BaaS without a choice quality of service level. All services are offered on the same

level – usually the best effort of quality.

Mozy is one of the BaaS services which is backed by VMware and the EMC

Corporation. There are three levels of services offered by Mozy: Home, Pro, and

Enterprise. Customers can perform the backup of data, which can be: simple files or

system files, shared files from NAS systems, databases and applications such as MS

SQL, MS Exchange, MS SharePoint (with their settings), according to the required

level of service.

iBard24 and msejf are two of the most popular BaaS systems on the market in

Poland. The iBard24 system was created by Comarch S.A. and offers two kinds of

accounts: Standard and Premium. The Standard account is dedicated to individual

customers and allows for the backup of data coming from user applications (photos,

audios and pst files) and office data (documents). The second level (Premium account)

is dedicated to business customers and allows for an extended backup of data starting

with files, folders up to MS SQL databases from personal computers, laptops, and

servers. Backup of data from CIFS/FTP shared resources and archive e-mails is also

possible. iBard complements its service with the backup of an ERP application made

by Comarch. The predefined retention policy of iBard BaaS allows users to keep up

to twenty versions of the same file.

Another Polish service provider – Komputronik S.A. – offers its BaaS service

named “msejf”. This BaaS service includes three levels of services: 10 GB, Unlimited,

and PRO. The first and second examples are dedicated to home users while the third

one is aimed at small or medium businesses. The supported operating systems are

limited only to Windows (XP, Vista, and Win7). No support for server systems seems

to be a big disadvantage.

Asigra [16] is one of the available software solutions which can be used to build

backup cloud services. This software is dedicated to private or public clouds for

BaaS building. Asigra allows service providers to store backup and archive data on

their own Data Center resources or on other public clouds by providing appropriate

interfaces for: Amazon S3, EMC Atmos, and Mezeo MCSP. The products powered by

Asigra can be used for backup servers, databases, applications, laptops and desktops,

and mobile devices such as tablets and smart phones. Although Asigra allows for

building backup and archive services, it doesn’t support QoS provisioning.

This year, the Sejf Danych (Data Safe) service [17] was introduced – the first

BaaS service on the Polish market that is powered by Asigra. The Sejf Danych offers

cloud-oriented data backup to a number of Data Centers in Poland (e.g., S3, Sinersio,

EXEA, etc.) with replication of data to geographically-separate Data Centers. All of

the backup data is encrypted during transferring and when stored. The de-duplication

of backup data is enabled on the client’s demand. This service – Sejf Danych – protects

not only files but the whole operating system a well. Sejf Danych also offers Disaster
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Recovery features like Local or Remote VDR (Virtual Disaster Recovery). The client

could very quickly start up (locally or in the service provider’s Data Center) the

whole server (as a virtual machine) from the backup. It ensures business continuity

for clients of the service.

A second example of software which can provide backup and archive services is

the National Data Storage system (NDS) [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], developed at the

CYFRONET Academic Computer Center. The NDS is a distributed data storage

system intended to provide backup, archiving, and data access services. These ser-

vices ensure a high level of data protection by using replication techniques. Based on

this software, the Platon U4 service is offered. Platon U4 is a common backup service

targeted towards the scientific community of Poland. This service provides a reli-

able and highly-available data storage as well as easy, efficient, and universal access.

Users can use standard protocols, including SFTP and WebDAV. This enables easy

integration of the system with popular tools (e.g., WinSCP, OS built-in WebDAV

clients). For efficient transfers of large data volumes, the GridFTP protocol can be

used to enable high-performance parallel transmission, even on long-haul links. High

availability is also obtained by multiple redundant components and transparent data

and meta-data replication. This service provides high storage safety and security due

to the support for end-to-end data encryption, data integrity control, SSL-protected

data transmission, and security procedures employed at storage sites.

In its final version, the NDS2 project will implement support for QoS and SLA

functionalities. The following QoS functionalities are addressed in NDS2 system –

the user can choose:

• a minimal data transfer rate, which is satisfactory to them,

• a data protection level,

• a data availability level.

The service responsible for QoS in the NDS2 is still under development.

As mentioned above, the commercial BaaS clouds do currently exist, but they

address neither the issues of Service Level Agreement nor any Quality of Service

(QoS) provisioning. However, some of the cloud backup services (i.e., NDS2) attempt

to resolve the issues of QoS, but meet them to a limited extent. NDS2 addresses the

QoS provisioning issue, but it isn’t available yet. Our paper is aimed at addressing

the possibility of QoS provisioning in the cloud backup and/or archive services.

3. Resource Storage Management Model

The goal of our research is to build a high-level and universal management model

for controlling storage resources in the cloud backup and archive services to attain

QoS provisioning. The result of this work is Resource Storage Management Model

(RSMM). RSMM consists of three main components: parameters, QoS levels, and

management policies, which are discussed in the rest of this section.
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3.1. Parameters

Four parameters have been defined in the Resource Storage Management Model –

they are:

1. Performance

2. System Load

3. High Availability

4. Security

The above parameters used in the RSMM model have been chosen based on the

most important factors indicated by customers in a questionnaire. A diagram of

the parameters used in the RSMM model are shown in Figure 1. As one can see,

these parameters are placed in the coordinate system, because obtaining a required

level for one of them sacrifices achieving the assumed level for another one. For

example, obtaining high performance parameters sacrifices keeping a low level load of

the storage system, and providing many replicas sacrifices high security, because an

encryption key can be easier broken by increasing the number of replicas.

Figure 1. Diagram of RSMM model parameters.

Each component (parameters, QoS levels, and management policies) of the

RSMM model is developed for two use-cases: backup and restore. The parame-

ters (the first component) are expressed in variable units for these two use-cases (see

Fig. 1). For the backup use-case, Performance is presented as a throughput in MB/s,

System load as a de-duplication rate, High Availability as a number of replicas of

a file, and Security as a data encryption level (for a backup transmissions and storing

of data). For the restore use-case, the units of the Performance and Security parame-

ters are the same as before. But the High Availability parameter means the number of

restore streams which are used in parallel during the restore procedure of a file. The
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System Load parameter has also a different unit for restore use-case and is presented

as a number of disks or tape drives used.

The Performance parameter has the same units for both use-cases, but could

have a different value. For example, the throughput could be on the level of 5 MB/s

for the backup of user data and 100 MB/s for restoring the same data. The same

situation is for the Security parameter; i.e., data could be encrypted with algorithm

AES-256 for backup, and the same data can be restored only with password to a user

account.

3.2. QoS levels

The RSMM model introduces a concept of services with different Quality of Service

(QoS) levels. The Quality of Service is determined based on sets of parameters and

the levels of their values. Two examples of the service quality levels for the backup

use-case are presented in Figure 2. The first one is “base QoS level” for the lowest

service quality. The values of parameters included in the sets are on the lowest level

and, additionally, are not ensured (i.e. up to xx MBs only). The value of Performance

is only up to 10 MB/s, System Load is on the highest level – there is no de-duplication.

The real High Availability doesn’t exist – without of replicas, all files are stored only

as single original files. And Security relies only on a password to the user’s account –

there is no data encryption.

Figure 2. Diagram of QoS concept.

The second QoS level is presented as a “higher QoS level”. The value of Per-

formance is ensured on the level of 100 MB/s, and System Load is kept on a higher

level of de-duplication rate: 5. High Availability offers three replicas of original files,

and Security ensures data encryption of transmission and storage of data with the

AES-256 bit key.
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Note that the sets of parameters include only points on an axis, and a ring is

intended only for grouping them. The values of the parameters are not continuous

but rather discrete. In an additional service, a mix mode can be offered – some

parameters on the “base QoS level” and the rest on the “higher QoS level”.

All of the parameters on the base and higher level of quality were complemented

by a third dimension – the cost factor. The projection of costs on the axis is shown

in Figure 3.

Figure 3. QoS Diagram with cost factor.

The total cost of the service on the “base QoS level” is a sum of the costs of

four parameters (Performance, System Load, High Availability, and Security) with

values at the lowest quality level (not ensured). The total cost of the service at the

“higher QoS level” is usually higher than that at the “base QoS level”. This cost is

not specified by the model, because it strongly depends on the kinds of hardware and

software used in the cloud storage systems.

3.3. Management policies

The management policies are the third component of RSMM; they are different for

each of the model parameters (Performance, System Load, High Availability, Secu-

rity); additionally, they have the backup and restore use-cases as a third dimension.

Each management policy has a set of actions associated with the storage of data to
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obtain a required level of service quality. More details about the management policies

are given in Section 4.

4. Definitions of RSMM management policies

To obtain the required QoS level, we introduce the resource management that now

consists of three management policies: Proactive – based on resource reservation;

Interactive – making use of service prioritization; and Best Effort. These policies

are dedicated to services with higher SLA level, excluding the Best Effort policy

(which handles only services on the base QoS level). Each of these policies is defined

separately for each parameter and for two of the use-cases: backup and restore.

4.1. Policy for the Performance parameter

All of the policies and actions associated with the Performance parameter are collected

in Table 1.

Table 1

Policies and actions associated with the Performance parameter.

Policy type

and Use–Case
Backup Restore

Proactive Reservation of disk space i.e.: x

TB on SSD disks

Data stores on disks i.e.: moving

data T2D

Interactive Staging i.e.: moving data D2T Analysis of the state of the sys-

tem, and selection of “the best-

copy/replica”

Best Effort The lowest quality, insufficient

resource – jobs are rejected

The lowest quality, insufficient

resource – jobs are rejected

Each of these policies includes a set of actions to enforce the assumed level of

service quality. For example, for the Performance parameter and for the backup case,

the Proactive policy enforces reserving the required disk space on Solid State Disks

featuring very high performance. The Interactive policy includes a staging action for

moving data from disk resources to tape carriers. The last type of policy – Best Effort

– checks the available resources, and based on that, backup jobs are limited or rejected.

For the restore case, the Proactive policy moves data from tape to disks to obtain

better throughput. The replica selection using system analysis and the diversification

of user requests for the same policies are implemented internally in the Interactive

policy. The Best Effort policy for the restore use-case checks the available resources

similarly as for backup, and could reject restore jobs under critical conditions.
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4.2. Policy for the System Load parameter

All of the policies and actions associated with the System Load parameter have been

collected in Table 2.

Table 2

Policies and actions associated with a System Load parameter.

Policy type

and Use–Case
Backup Restore

Proactive De-duplication ‘post process’ Unde-duplication in the back-

ground

Interactive De-duplication ‘in-line’ Analysis of the state of the sys-

tem, and selection of the least

loaded system

Best Effort No de-duplication The lowest priority, Insufficient

resource – no restore

For the System Load parameter and for the backup case, the Proactive policy

enforces de-duplication of the data that has already been stored – a postprocess de-

duplication regarding the data that has been already backed up. The Interactive

policy includes de-duplication performed in-line (during the backup process). The

data is stored without any de-duplication internally in the Best Effort policy, and it

consumes the most resources. For the restore case, the Proactive policy reverses the

de-duplication process of data in the background in order to obtain the data ready for

restore. The replica selection by the system analysis and the diversification of user

requests for the same policies are implemented internally in the Interactive policy.

The highest priority for the System Load parameter is given to the replica selection

from the lowest system load. In the restore use-case, the Best Effort policy rejects

jobs with the lowest priority if other services (with higher QoS levels) consume all the

resources.

4.3. Policy for the High Availability parameter

All of the policies and actions associated with High Available parameter have been

collected in Table 3. For the High Availability parameter and for the backup case –

the load balancing between storage nodes with making use of RAID systems, on-line

synchronous replication and no replica at the lowest level for Proactive, Interactive and

Best Effort policies are used. Whereas for the recovery case – the number of requested

replicas supported with asynchronous replication, best replica selection supported

by parallel recovery and restore from the original file according to the least system

influence are defined.
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Table 3

Policies and actions associated with the High Availability parameter.

Policy type

and Use–Case
Backup Restore

Proactive Storage Nodes load balancing,

RAID level

Asynchronous replication

Interactive Synchronous replication (during

backup)

Analysis of the state of the sys-

tem, and selection of ‘the best

copy/replic’, or parallel recovery

Best Effort No replica Only the original file – no replica

4.4. Policy for the Security parameter

All of the policies and actions associated with Security parameter are collected in

Table 4.

Table 4

Policies and actions associated with the Security parameter.

Policy type

and Use–Case
Backup Restore

Proactive Encryption of transmission i.e.:

AES 128/256

Encryption of stored data (disk

array/tape library)

Interactive Encryption of stored data (disk

array/tape library)

Encryption of transmission i.e.:

AES 128/256

Best Effort Minimum security level:

Password

Minimum security level: Pass-

word

For example, for the Security parameter and for the backup case, the Proactive

policy ensures encryption of transmission between source systems and cloud storage,

and the interactive policy encrypts the stored data. The encryption is based on the

AES algorithm with up to a 256-bit encryption key. For the restore use-case, the

Proactive and Interactive policies are swapped compared with the backup use-case.

The last type of policies for both use-cases – the Best Effort – provides only the

password to the user account – there is no data encryption.

5. Cloud archive systems architecture

A typical storage system architecture underlying BaaS is shown in Figure 4.

Customers are enabled to access BaaS service in the cloud, but their data sent

to this cloud is managed only by the Service Provider. In the typical distributed or
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Figure 4. Distributed and hierarchical storage systems in BaaS.

clouds storage environments like in Figure 4, there are many kinds of hardware, like:

disks array, tape libraries, and virtual tape libraries (VTL). The disk arrays include

different types of disks (SSD, SAS, NL-SAS, SATA) with different performance levels

(SSD and SATA disks have the highest or the lowest performance, accordingly). But

a problem regarding disks for backup storage still relates to the cost. The price of

a SSD disk is very high vs. the low capacity. Disks with higher capacity (SATA,

NL-SAS) are still more expensive than tapes, while disks need a power supply and

constant cooling, so they produce an additional cost of maintenance. The VTL is

another type of disk space for backup, and in contrast to the traditional disk array, it

offers the de-duplication feature and tape libraries logic (virtual robotic, virtual tapes

and drivers). Service Providers could store much more data based on VTL (using

de-duplication) and additionally on the disks, so performance is consistently high.

The costs of VTL (especially with the de-duplication feature) are still high, but they

save space by de-duplication and the savings due to the license are re-compensated.

The last type of storage to mention is a tape library, which can store a vast amount

of backup data. Currently, LTO-6 technology offers 2,5 TB native data capacity per

cartridge. So now, it is possible to store large sets of data on a long term carrier for

a long time and at a relatively-good price.

In the distributed or clouds storage environments, these three kinds of hardware

are grouped into HSM (Hierarchical Storage Manager) represented as Storage Nodes

as shown in Figure 4. An HSM includes disk arrays, VTL, and tape libraries. Some-

times, HSM is reduced and has only two storage layers, and in extreme conditions,

only one (i.e., disk array only). The architecture with SN and HSM enabling the stor-

age of data on different carriers and in different locations provides high performance

and high availability of data for minimal costs.
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Figure 5. Vertical and horizontal distributions of data for QoS/SLA purpose.

One of the examples of storage and data management is migration of data be-

tween SN and a layer in the HSM. Service Providers migrate data between fast,

small-capacity disks and slow, large-capacity tapes (Vertical Distribution). Due to

the HSM features, Service Providers can offer storage of big data sets with acceptable

performance and at a good price. To ensure High Availability and increase the capa-

bility of restore operations, Service Providers distribute data between geographically-

distant sites (Horizontal Distribution). Example of this data management is shown

in Figure 5.

6. Decision maker (QoS Broker)

The BaaS service provider stores all of the backup data from end users. Based on

the management policies implemented by the service provider, the backup data is

distributed across different storage layers and in different sites.

The RSMM model uses a set of actions in order to enforce the required operation

previously defined for each of the management policies. These actions are executed

by the QoS Broker module, which directly cooperates with the backup software and

storage resources as is shown in Figure 6. The QoS Broker as an executive module

is one of the most important parts of RSMM, because it has to make decisions to

ensure higher QoS. Good decision making and proper data management by the QoS

Broker is the crucial question in providing a higher QoS by the backup service. In

order to support QoS Broker’s functionality in making decisions, we propose using
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Figure 6. Data management with QoS Broker supported by neural network.

a neural network in the RSMM model. The input data to the neural network is the

data coming from the:

• customer SLA,

• database data, which collects the values of all HSM (or storage systems) param-

eters’ (static and dynamic),

• HSM monitoring module, which monitors state of the storage systems.

This database is the central component of knowledge about the cloud storage

environment states, and the neural network helps QoS Broker make decisions based on

this data. Static values are inserted into the database during RSMM implementation

and configuration, while dynamic values are updated at fixed time intervals by the

HSM monitoring system. The customer’s SLA requirements are merged with the

database data that constitutes input data to the neural network. This neural network,

which is only an “advisor body”, helps QoS Broker to make decisions regarding which

action should be taken to obtain the required level of service quality.

The current fulfillment of SLA is obtained from the customer SLA monitor (not to

be confused with the HSM monitoring module) – compared to the required SLA level

contained in the contract. If the SLA level is not met, QoS Broker has to undertake

an action which meets it. However, it is most probable that a single action won’t meet
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SLA requirements, so this process has to be iterative. If the level of SLA is not met

after 10 or so actions, the QoS Broker sends an error message to the administrator

for future investigation.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced an RSMM model that consists of three main components:

parameters, QoS levels, and management policies. A set of actions concerning Proac-

tive, Interactive, and Best Effort management policies for the tackled parameters

(Performance, System Load, High Availability, Security) has been defined. Addition-

ally, each parameter was considered in two use-cases: backup and recovery. Taking

into account the architecture of BaaS built based on HSM systems, we proposed man-

aging data by using a QoS Broker supported by neural network. At this point, it is

worth recalling that the RSMM model is general-purpose one. The RSMM model

and QoS Broker are both generic; hence, they could be used in any distributed-data

environment. In previous projects like the NDS, only a simplified version of QoS levels

was presented. All of the management policies with actions were limited [1] and the

parameters were limited as well [2]. But in this model, QoS Broker using heuristic

tools supported by a neural network brings a wider range of possibilities to using and

attaining higher SLA levels.

Future work on the implementation of the RSMM model will be focused on the

QoS Broker and the feedback loop of SLA parameters. The intelligence of the RSMM

model is ensured by the use of a neural network and influencing QoS Broker decision-

making that arises from SLA parameters.
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